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Attack on the Mission 

Today , San Diego is one of the biggest cities in the United States . In 
1769 , it was just a fort and a mission . A handful of Spanish priests and 
soldiers lived there in a few simple buildings . Many of them were sick . 
All of them were hungry . 

One day in August , about 20 American Indians attacked the 
mission . They ripped blankets away from the sick men and took 
anything else they could find . 

Two priests took shelter in a hut . One of them was hit in the 
hand by an arrow . The other was Junípero  (hoo-NEE-peh-

roh 
) 

Serra . He clutched a crucifix . The priests' young servant burst 
into the hut , an arrow in his throat . Serra prayed over the boy 
as he died . 

Serra was in California to bring Christianity to the 
American Indians . He did not give up . Six years later , San 
Diego was attacked again . Serra didn't give up then , either . 

 

Early Struggle 
The early days of the mission at San Diego were very tough . Many people died trying to supply the mission . One ship became lost , and almost all the crew died of scurvy . 

These American Indians are helping build a mission . 

crucifix

scurvy
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An Island Boy 

Junípero Serra was born to a poor family . He lived in the town of Petra , 
in the middle of Majorca (may-YOR-

kuh
) , an island in the Mediterranean 

Sea . His father and mother were farmers . They worked a few small fields 
around Petra . They did not own the fields . They had to pay to be allowed 
to farm the land . 

Majorca is beautiful . It has mountains and many beaches . However , 
during Serra's life , most of the people on Majorca struggled . The island 
was very dry . When there wasn't enough rain , people could not grow food . 
Hunger was common . Diseases swept through the island . 

New Spain , the Spanish empire in the New World , was far away . 
Majorca was small compared to New Spain , but many missionaries came 
from the island . One reason for this might be that people who grew up on 
the island were used to hard work and overcoming hardships . 

 

A House Mule 

The Serra family's mule slept in the 
house . This was normal ! On Majorca , 
people relied on their animals . 

Majorca , Spain 
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Childhood Church 

Serra was baptized at the San Pedro church in Petra . The church was built when Serra was a child . It still stands . 
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